
4" Paint Brush
Acrylic Paint: Red, White, Yellow, Green
1 Glitter White Pipe Cleaner
Cup containing: 2 Wiggly Eyes, White Felt
     Strip &  Thick White Yarn
White Yarn Ball to be made into a Pom Pom 
Model Magic for Nose
*glue (Hot Glue is recommended but you can
   use the white craft glue provided)
Paint Brush to paint with

S N O W M A N
2" Paint Brush
Acrylic Paint: White, Black
1 Glitter Green  Pipe Cleaner
1 Orange Pipe Cleaner
Cup containing: 2 Wiggly 3 Red Pom Poms,  3
     Black Pom Poms, 1 White Flower, 1 Sprig,
Plaid Fabric Strip White Felt
Popsicle Stick
*glue (Hot Glue is recommended but you can
     use the white craft glue provided)
Paint Brush to paint with

S A N T A

B O Y  E L F

Supply List

G I R L  E L F
3" Paint Brush 
Acrylic Paint: Red, White, Yellow, Green
1 Glitter Green Pipe Cleaner
1 Green Pipe Cleaner
Cup containing: 1 Bell, 2 Wiggly Eyes,
     Red Felt
1 Multi-Color Yarn Ball for Pom Pom 
Model Magic for Nose and Ears
*glue (Hot Glue is recommended but you
     can use the white craft glue provided)
Paint Brush to paint with

Christmas Paint Brush People 

Video tutor ia ls  can be found at
www.craveartclub.com/cab2021  

1" Paint Brush 
Acrylic Paint: Red, White, Yellow, Green,
    Black
1 Glitter Green Pipe Cleaner
1 Red Pipe Cleaner
Cup containing: 2 Wiggly Eyes, Red Felt,
     Bright Green Felt, Dark Green Felt, 
     White Pom Pom,  
*glue (Hot Glue is recommended but you
     can use the white craft glue provided)
Paint Brush to paint with 



Trim fabric strip for the scarf to a width
you like. Tie it around neck in a double
knot & trim to a lenght you like.

Snowman
2.

Paint the 2" brush white & the bristles
black. Paint the popsicle stick black.Let
dry. Trip stick to length you like for hat
brim. Dry with hair dryer to speed it up.

Twist orange pipe cleaner into a cone
shape for the nose. Glue on hat brim,
eyes, nose and paint mouth using
thehandle end of the brush for a dot. 

Twist the glitter green pipe cleaner into a
a loop with a handle and glue the handle
to the back of the snowman. Hot Glue
works best for this because it dries fast. 

Glue the black pom pom bias on for
buttons or paint the buttons on. Glue
sprigs, red pom poms and white flowers
for decor on hat as you like. 

1.

3. 4.

5.



Mix red and white to make pink for the
cheeks. Paint the nose with the flesh
color and glue on the eyes. 

santa
2.

Paint the 4" brush all white. You may
need a few coats. Using a hair dryer
between coats will speed up the process.

Paint the front side of the white felt
white. Mix white with a little red & yellow
to get a flesh tone. Paint the face shape.

With a small amount of Model Magic, roll,
pinch and shape Santa's nose and squish
it to the brush. It should dry over time
and stay in place without glue.  

Take the white yarn ball and cut the loops
so they fluff out to make a Pom Pom.
Trim into a circle shape. Slide the white
pipe cleaner through the center. 

Paint the handle with a coat of red
mixed with white. Dry. Paint solid red. If
you want a darker coat of red, mix red
with a little green to make darker red.

1.

3. 4.

5. 6.



santa
8.

When the white felt is dry (use the hair
dryer if it's still wet) fold in half and cut
the mustache shape. Glue under nose. 

Attach the  pipe cleaner through the
hole on top of the paint brush. Twist
together to make a hanging loop.

7.

9.

Glue the white fuzzy yarn around the
brim of the hat above the eyes all the way
around the back. 



Paint the handle green. If you want a
darker shade, mix a little red in it.

Elf Boy
2.

Take the multi colored yarn, put your
finger through the loops on one side. Cut
the yarn above your finger. Repeat on the
other side. Fluff & trim into a ball shape. 

Twist 1 glittler green & 1 green pipe
cleaner together half way. Slide bell o.
Continue twisting together. Twist into a
loop leaving 2" to slide through pom pom.

Trim the beard if you want a triangle
shape. DO NOT go all the way to the
edges. Mix white with a little red & yellow
to make a flesh tone. Paint the metal and
a little of the wood for the face.

Paint stripes on the hat mixing yellow  &
green. Then add thin white stripes.

Trim the red felt into a shape you want
for the brim of the hat and set aside.

1.

3. 4.

5. 6.



Elf Boy
8.

Use three small pieces of model magic to
shape ears and a nose. Press them snug
to the brush. They should stick without
glue. Paint them flesh tone & paint cheeks 

When paint is dry, glue on eyes & hat
brim. Then draw the smile with a Sharpie.

Trim any pom pom pieces that may need
shaping. The nose and ears will take a
couple of days to fully dray but they
should stay attached. If you prefer, you
may hot glue or glue them once fully dry. 

Attach the pipe cleaner with Pom Pom
to the handle by sliding the stick part of
the pipe cleaner through the hole in the
handle and twisting it back up and over
itself just below the loop. 

7.

9. 10.



Mix red & white to make pink for cheeks
When the face paint is FULLY dry, use
the Sharpie to draw a nose, smile,
eyebrows and eyelashes. Glue on eyes. 

Elf Girl 
2.

Paint1" brush white and trim bristles to a
point for the hat. Do not cut all the way
to the metal. Leave 1/2" for the hat band. 

Paint the bristles green, you may want to
mix a littleyellow with your green to get
bright green. paint the shirt area red, red
stripes for the tights & green for shoes. 

Paint black for the hair or any color hair
you prefer. Shape the face and neck area
with the hair. Paint it around the back of
the head too. 

Trim red felt to a shape you like for the
hat brim. Glue on brim. Trim the bright
green for the collar. Glue around neck.
Paint yellow dots on points if for want. 

Mix white with a little red & yellow to
make flesh tone. Add a tiny bit of green
it you want it a little more brown and
darker. Play with it, you will get it. 

1.

3. 4.

5. 6.



Draw a line down the center of the
handle with black sharpie to create the
legs and two feet. Make sure your paint
is fully DRY before doing this.

Elf Girl 
8.

Glue the skirt waist on upside down so it
makes a cone shape with the skirt bottom
aiming toward the head. Hot glue works
best. When dry, fold down as shown above.

Trim the point off the top of the hat. Glue
the bristles together in the gap you see
with hot glue. If you don't have hot glue,
don't glue. Then glue pom pom to top. 

Twist 1 glitter green pipe cleaner up so it
has a loop on a stem and glue it to the
center back of the elf's head. Hot glue
works best for this as it dries fastest.

Trim red pipe cleaner in 1/2. Glue on
center back under the green felt if
possible. Position arms as desired &
trim if needed.  

7.

9. 10.

11.


